al-iqama display

amazing displays for beautiful masajids

AlIqama is a display solution exclusively for Masajids. It is a completely free service and provides a convenient way to
display the Salah/Iqama times. After the initial setup, the times are updated automatically all year around eliminating the
need for manually updating Iqama times. It continues to display even if the internet connection fails ensuring continuous
display without any interruptions. It is highly customizable for each Masjid with different templates available to choose
from. Variety of calculation methods are supported (ISNA, MWL, Custom Angles, Hanafi etc.) or you can upload your
own timings. Masjid specific announcement or reminder messages can be added easily. Images can also be added and
displayed as a slideshow with customizable schedule  display specific images at specific Salah or Iqama timings.

features of al-iqama display
Gregorian and Hijri Dates

Next Iqama highlighted
automatically

Audible beep at every
Salah/Iqama time (optional)

Salah start times are
automatically calculated
based on your masjid
location & your setting
(ISNA, MWL, Custom etc.).
Salah times can also be
uploaded offering you the
flexibility to display your
calculated times, for example,
from islamicfinder.com

Daily Sunrise and Sunset
times

Iqama times updated
and displayed
automatically

Salah/Iqama times
emailed to you monthly
for verification. Emailed
times can be used for
printing purposes

Clock & Countdown to
next Iqama

Announcement text can be added
easily. For example, Eid Salah timings,
upcoming programs, parking etc.

Automatic announcement when
Iqama time changes within 3 days

Your masjid specific integration url will be provided to easily integrate
Salah/Iqama timings in your website. Mobile friendly url available for
your congregation to use.

Full screen customized reminder
message displayed at every Iqama

Add and schedule customized images for announcements, duas and
reminders

Amazingly beautiful designs available.
Design can also be customized to match
your masjid color theme.

please contact us for more details at info@masjidal.com

